Cloud +Data Centre Transformation
Optimise. Modernise. Transform.

More than ever, organisations are embracing Hybrid Cloud
solutions to achieve their business goals, ensuring they can
compete and respond faster to their customers’ needs.
Our intelligent technology solutions and three-step process
helps your organisation successfully optimise and modernise
your business.

Run your cloud workloads more efficiently
Business Challenge

Our solution

The business landscape is evolving every day. In
order to remain competitive, organisations have to
stay ahead of the curve. CIOs need to focus on the
day-to-day demands of IT operations, but also deliver
innovation and efficiencies in fast-moving global
markets.

Insight’s Hybrid Cloud solution, three-step process
and proven expertise enable you to optimise and
modernise your business, and achieve more value from
your IT investment through data-driven insights. We’ll
fast track you to the right Hybrid Cloud strategy, the
right processes and the right platforms for successful
on-demand IT.

The rise of cybercrime is an evolving problem, as is the
challenge of doing ‘more for less’. Ungoverned shadow
IT threatens to destabilise IT governance as impatient
users, fed up with waiting for corporate IT to provision
the resources they need, start to do their own thing.
Unfortunately, niche IT solutions often increase the
complexity of the IT environment, further straining the
network infrastructure.

Combining experience, expertise and powerful
technology, we enable you to successfully address
today’s three key business imperatives:
• Optimise costs
• Remove complexity
• Drive innovation
With Insight, you can run smarter workloads that
access, process and manage data – securely and
efficiently – anytime, from anywhere. We help you to
define and navigate cloud and data center platforms,
maximise the potential of your data, and deliver major
cost and performance efficiencies across the whole
spectrum of data center activities.

Insight Hybrid Cloud Services:

Plan

Build

Manage

•• Insight Hybrid Cloud Assessment
provide a solid foundation for your
modern workplace transition.

•• Our team executes on your
Hybrid Cloud goals by developing,
configuring and/or migrating the
technologies that help you succeed.

•• To help your employees stay effective
after the rollout, we provide ongoing
management and will optimise your
new Hybrid Cloud technology.

•• With a secure foundation for
your Hybrid Cloud strategy, your
organisation will run faster using
the right frameworks and policies
to boost operational excellence and
drive future growth.

•• We offer a number of support services
to ensure you get the most from your
Hybrid Cloud solutions.

•• We assess, design and create a
roadmap of your Hybrid Cloud goals.
•• This holistic approach helps with a
successful adoption strategy for your
business and employees to achieve.
more and thrive in this digital world.

For more information, please contact your Insight Account Manager.
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